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Theoretical Framework  Blogging gives the author control of message content and prominence, the angle, and the amount of space used for each article.  It allows the author to determine what messages are important and can bypass the mass media in message delivery.  In essence, it presents an opportunity to establish political agenda.  Based on their belief that audience members learn what issues are important from the media, Shaw and McCombs (1977) published two groundbreaking studies in agenda‐setting that hypothesized “the press has the power to establish the agenda of political issues.”  Under agenda‐setting, this same affect could apply to the Internet and blogging.  Indeed, a candidate’s Web presence presents issues of importance to the campaign.  In turn, voters may learn about campaign issues from these campaign‐mediated sites.  The tone, context and placement of blog posts could affect the way voters interpret the meaning.    Importance of Study  Today’s political campaigns are more complex than previous decades and the target is fragmented.  Communication is being driven by technology, while traditional communication is disappearing (Hallahan, Holtzhausen, Ruler, Verčič & 
Sriramesh, 2007).  Instead of broadcasting, politicians must narrowcast to reach their constituents.  By understanding the message content, future studies can focus on the effects of blogging to maximize the impact of their message. 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1) Formulate the hypotheses or research questions to be answered. 2) Select the sample to be analyzed. 3) Define the categories to be applied. 4) Outline the coding process and train the coders who will implement it. 5) Implement the coding process. 6) Determine reliability and validity. 7) Analyze the results of the coding process (Kaid & Wadsworth, 1989). Berelson (1952) divided the categories for content analysis into two basic classifications: substance (what is said) and form (how it is said.)  In this study, substance will include category and topic frames.  Form will include tone and visual content.  This study also will look at who (author), when (time frame) and where (space frames).  The dimensional structure used in this study is based on the structure proposed by Bichard (2006) in her study of the 2004 race between Bush and Kerry. Content analysis is a popular technique for objective, systematic and quantitative description of communication content (Kaid & Wadsworth, 1989). 
  Scope of the Study  Based on the growing popularity of blogs as a political tool, it would be beneficial to understand its effects as part of a campaigns’ political strategy.  Before the effects can be measured, the measurable elements must be defined.  By examining the winning candidate’s blog, this could contribute to future studies 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(1) Adam (2) Amanda Scott (3) Amy Hamblin (4) Bradley Portney (5) Chris Hughes (6) Christopher Hass (7) Erik Weber (8) George Krebs (9) Greg Havenstein (10) Jenn Prosser (11) John Schueler (12) Kevin Goodman (13) Kevin Hartness (14) Laurin Manning (15) Martha (16) Molly Claflin (17) New Media Department (18) Nikki Sutton (19) Obama Road Blog (20) Phillip Carter (21) Rick Scalti (22) Sam‐Graham Felson 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(23) Sam Teller (24) Sarah Ramey (25) Scott Goodstein (26) State News 
Category II featured the Type‐of‐Post: 







During the first 100 days, the posts were coded as: (1) Presidential Ideology: focused on presidential positions on specific issues and/or agenda. (2) Administration Trail: focused on administration events,  administration activities, administration strategy or poll data. (3) Supporters: testimonials from supporters. (4) Call to Action: requests for donations, volunteering, interaction or voting. (5) Opponent Attack: focused on the opponent views, opponent criticisms or defending against opponent attacks. The remaining categories identified the visual content that was placed on blog posts:  Graphics, Photos and Videos.  Category VIII, Graphics, were identified by:    (0) No Graphic: the posts may have included pictures or videos, but no graphics were used. (1) Outside Logos: graphics were used, but were from another source such as a newspaper or magazine logo. (2) Obama Themed Logo: a graphic was used that had a consistent design with Obama’s campaign scheme. Category IX, Photos, were identified by: (0) No: no photos were included in the post. (1) Yes: photos were included in the post. 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 18.2%   28.16%  17.6%   0.0%     OPPONENT ATTACK    0.0%    0.0%    0.0%    0.0%    0.0%     Total        100%    100%    100%    100%    100% 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Findings and Conclusions:   
 
Present-day political campaigns have changed significantly from a generation 
ago.  Communication is drive by technology.  Today’s target audience has 24-7 access to 
information and high-tech devices.  The design of the traditional political campaign no 
longer fits the audience it is meant to reach.  Political candidates must narrowcast their 
content to reach constituents.  To accomplish this, they must understand how to 
effectively communicate their message through evolving technologies. 
This study examined the communication patterns in Obama’s blog posts during 
2008 general election period and during the first 100 days in office.  Each post was coded 
according to type-of-post, time frame, space frame, tone frame, topic frame and visual 
element.  The scores for each category also were combined to examine the framing 
patterns among: time and tone, space and tone, topic and tone, visual element and tone, 
space and topic, and tone and type-of-post. 
More than 10 years has passed since the first political blog appeared as a 
campaign tool.  Decades of communication research over the effects of television, radio 
and print media have been published.  Political teams use this research in their campaigns 
to send the most effective message from their candidate.  Although research has defined 
what a blog is, who reads it and how it is used, there are not many studies that have 
examined the potential effects.  
Blog communication has untapped potential to impact future campaigns.   
However, before this audience can be strategically tapped, the effects of blogging must 
be understood.  Before the effects can be measured, parameters need to be defined. The 
purpose of this study is to define elements that will be applicable to future studies in the 
area of communication research.  By understanding how to effectively frame blog 
content, bloggers and politicians can maximize the impact of their message.   
 
 
 
 
 
